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roller | vertical | roman | vision® | visage® | perfect fit®

pleated & cellular | panel | allusion | motorised

Louvolite® is the première destination for the very best in stylish 

window blinds. Recognised as a leading supplier of innovative and 

high quality shades, Louvolite® is proud to design and manufacture 

in the United Kingdom.

Through our trusted and reliable service, together with our 

commitment to ongoing product development, we continue to grow 

and now supply over 100 countries worldwide.

Louvolite® window blinds add a touch of style to your home. Vibrant 

colourways, designer prints, stylish metallics and sheers and on trend 

textures make up a simply stunning collection to choose from when 

creating your interior design scheme.

Many Louvolite® fabrics are treated with high performance coatings 

to help you feel more comfortable in your home. Innovative new fabric 

treatment PollergenTM helps reduce hayfever symptoms and has Allergy 

UK’s seal of approval, Ultra-fresh is an antibacterial treatment, SPC® 

fabrics have superior light reflecting qualities and reduce glare and ESP® 

fabrics are blackout. 

Take your time to browse through this brochure of inspirational window 

shading for the modern home - there’s something for everyone. 

FRUITY PASTEL

Ravello Copper

T H E  LOUVOLITE
window  b l ind  co l l ec t i on
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Roller blinds are ideal window shades for any room in the 

home. The Louvolite® collection offers you the perfect range of 

fabrics to choose from, with high end lustres for living rooms, 

stylish blackouts for bedrooms and moisture resistant prints for 

bathrooms and kitchens. 

Roller blinds can be operated manually, or you have the option to 

motorise them with the addition of Louvolite One Touch®,  
making luxury affordable.

You can also add finishing touches to complete the look; 
metallic and coloured headrail cassettes and bottom bars 
create a feature by coordinating or contrasting with your 

chosen fabric. 

Decorative scallops, braids, pulls and poles give you 
another way of personalising your blind. Refer to the back 

of this brochure for further details.

Ask your local blind supplier for the Louvolite®

              roller fabric range.

R O L L ER
co l l ec t i on



BLOSSOM SERENITY



PRETO BLACK

    YourHome
you r  s t y l e
A contemporary home 

isn’t complete without a 

designer focal point at the 

window and impressive  

new technology. 

Whether you choose a 

clean and simple plain 

fabric, statement print or 

an up to the minute glow 

in the dark option for your 

home, your roller blinds 

can be enhanced by being 

operated at the touch of a 

button with Louvolite One 

Touch® motorisation at your 

finger tips.

Of course quality is key, so 

Louvolite® roller fabrics are 

made in the UK where all 

parts of the manufacturing 

process are monitored  

and controlled.



JURASSIC MARINE

Wonderland Pastel

Monroe Opal
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Create a space where your child can dream, play, learn, have fun and express 

themselves, and what’s better than engaging them with iconic characters 

from Disney, Pixar, Star Wars™ and Marvel. 

This limited edition collection boasts a variety of designs to suit everyone, 

even the big kid in you! Let them venture on a journey of discovery, take 

them on safari, share your nostalgia of the classics, let them be a Super Hero 

or explore the deep galaxy.

Our roller blinds are designed and manufactured in the UK. The blackout* 

fabric is paired with a reliable and easy to operate system so your blind can 

be rolled up or down smoothly every time using chain operation with either 

cord tidy, spring return or even Louvolite One Touch® motorisation.

These window blinds are great in bedrooms, family rooms and playrooms, 

you’ll love seeing the smile the happy characters put on your child’s face.

BE PART OF  THE JOURNEY
with the new col lect ion

©Disney



©Disney

©Disney

© & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd.



Vertical blinds offer the ultimate in shading flexibility and privacy 

along with modern clean lines and stunning fabrics. 

Our made to measure Vertical blinds can be drawn neatly to the 

side to offer you unlimited views, or the louvres can be rotated to 

allow just the right amount of light into the room to maintain an 

element of privacy. They are an ideal option for wide windows as 

well as narrower ones. You can now motorise your vertical blinds 

making them completely child safe and easy to use.

There are fabrics within our range to suit every room, colour 

scheme and shading requirement, whether it be a light filtering, 

dimout or blackout fabric.

The contemporary new Louvolite® vertical blind fabric collection 

has been designed to allow you to add your own style and 

personality to your blind, by mixing and matching patterned, plain 

and textured fabrics, to create a statement feature blind. 

Ask your local blind supplier for the  
Louvolite® vertical fabric range.

V E RT I C A L
co l l ec t i on



play with patterned & plain fabics to create  
a bespoke and stylish feature in your home

PICO MUSTARD



INKY CHARCOAL



Melton Desert Sand, Gravity WeightsCrush London Slate, Sewn Weights

ICE WHITE

BRUSHED ALUMINIUM

PIANO BLACK

ESPRESSO BROWN 

CHAMPAGNE GOLD

ANTHRACITE GREY 

AVAILABLE WITH CONTRASTING  
CHROME END CAP

S L E E K & S T Y L I S H
finishing touches

ROMANY PUTTY

Louvolite’s Vertical shade enhancements have transformed the way we look at 

Vertical window blinds. Available in a range of six contemporary colours, Slimline 

Vogue® is our UK designed and manufactured premium operating system that can 

co-ordinate or contrast with your fabric.

You also have the option of ‘sewn in’ weights or new ‘gravity weights’ at the bottom 

of the louvre, removing the need for chain and finishing off your blind perfectly.

For added convenience Louvolite One Touch™ motorised can be added to rotate 

your louvres up to 1800 automatically.



If you’re looking to create an instant impact in your home with 

something a little different then Allusion blinds would be the perfect 

choice. Suitable for all window types, Allusion blinds really come into 

their own in larger windows and bi-folding doors where their unique 

flowing fabric vanes allow you to enjoy both light and privacy.

Choose your view, Allusion blinds create a number of different 

privacy options for you to discover.

FULL VIEW
Slide the soft fabric vanes to one side to enjoy a clear outside view.

DAYTIME VIEW WITH PRIVACY
Adjust the vanes to the open position and enjoy subtle light 

diffusion with a view.

TOTAL PRIVACY
Rotate the louvres to close the blind fully for total privacy.

All our blinds are of course child safe and the Allusion blind is 

another example of this. It comes with wand control giving you 

complete piece of mind in a modern, efficient and practical way.

Our Allusion blinds sweep elegantly across your windows and doors 

creating a luxurious ambience to your room, choose from two 

stunning fabric ranges designed to suit any room, colour scheme or 

shading requirement.

To add a touch of elegance to your home ask your local blind 

supplier for the Louvolite® Allusion fabric range.

A unique window dressing
    FOR THE MODERN HOME

A L L U S I O N
co l l ec t i on



A unique window dressing
    FOR THE MODERN HOME

daytime view
         WITH PRIVACY

total
PRIVACY

full
  VIEW



VISTA SNOW



Allusion blinds are always a stunning addition to 

the home. We carefully select colour palettes, 

trends and designs to sit beautifully with home 

furnishings, fabrics and furniture. Louvolite® can 

help you decorate your windows in ways  

you hadn’t imagined.

D E S I G N E R
s ty l ing



The Louvolite® roman blind is a luxurious window dressing that 

will transform any interior design scheme, combining luxurious 

styling with contemporary clean lines and modern operation. 

Our stunning and diverse collection of fabrics allows you to 

create any type of mood or look, helping to make Roman 

blinds a perfect choice for your home. 

More streamlined in design than a traditional soft cloth roman, 

the Louvolite® system offers a sleek alternative and the ability to 

operate the blind with either a chain or with Louvolite  

One Touch® motorisation. 

Motorised Roman blinds are an innovative solution for 

the home, offering complete shading flexibility and 

privacy at the touch of a button. You can also operate 
your blinds straight from a phone or tablet, or using 

voice activation with Amazon Alexa or Google Home.

Ask your local blind supplier for the Louvolite®  

roman fabric range.

R O M A N
co l l ec t i on



CHERRY BLOSSOM GEISHA

sumptuous shot silk and
      graceful oriental influences



SPARKLE FLINT

make a statement

TOPSY PASTEL



Our impressive roman collection presents 

a palette of colours to suit all tastes, 

translucent fabrics to gently filter the 

sunshine, energy saving fabrics to insulate 

your home and blackout fabrics to enhance 

privacy and sleep.

Our window blinds are always designed with 

safety in mind and there are a number of 

options for you to choose from, including  

our child safe operating chains and now  

One Touch motorised solutions too,  

making luxury affordable.

As with all of our window blinds you can give 

your roman blind the perfect finishing touch 

with one of our colour coordinating cassettes.

WILLOW MORNING MIST

SPARKLE FLINT

m
ake a st

atem
ent

PICTURE PERFECT
roman  b l inds



Vision® is an innovative window blind featuring two layers of 

translucent and opaque horizontal striped fabric that glide past 

each other providing flexibility in shading and a real statement at 

your window.

The blind can also be raised and lowered just like a roller blind 

giving you the option of full privacy or a clear view outside.

Louvolite’s stunning Vision fabric collection includes a range of 

textures and tones, subtle metallic shimmers and blackout options 

too, making these blinds perfect for any room in the home. 

You can of course create even more of a feature and bespoke your 

blind by choosing a coordinating or contrasting headrail cassette 

and bottom bar.

Ask your local blind supplier for the Louvolite® Vision® fabric range.

V I S I O N®

co l l ec t i on



TRIESTE MERCURY

The contemporary window shade that 
looks as striking from the outside of 
the house as it does from inside.



CLOSED | PARTIAL VIEW

OPEN | PARTIAL VIEW

OPEN |  CONTROLLED VIEW

CLOSED | FULL PRIVACY

Stylish
pract ical i ty
The Vision® blind features 

two layers of fabric, the back 

moves independently of the 

front layer allowing the stripes 

to glide past each other 

creating an open and closed 

effect. This allows you to 

control the levels of light and 

privacy to suit your needs.

In one continual movement 

the blind can be raised or fully 

closed for maximum privacy.

All positions are operated by 

a single action, either with a 

manual chain or with Louvolite 

One Touch® motorisation.



VERONA BRASS



Add a touch of style and luxury to your room with Visage®, a brand 
new window blind that revolutionises the way light and privacy is 
controlled, bringing a soft and soothing ambience to your room.

The beautiful and decorative Visage blind forms a superior window 
furnishing that brings a feeling of warmth and security into your 
home through its soft undulating design and unique operation.

This brand new fabric collection features up to the minute colours, 

from sophisticated neutrals to earthy warm tones and eye catching 

brights, there’s an option for everyone.

Ask your local blind supplier for the Louvolite® Visage® fabric range.

V I S A G E ®

co l l ec t i on



PIMLICO MOJITO

gently filtering light
              INTO YOUR ROOM



KENSINGTON CHESTNUT



Mayfair Mushroom

 Enjoy
your  v iew
Visage® blinds are made up 

of two layers of soft fabric 

connected by horizontal 

sheer vanes that gently filter 

sunlight whilst maintaining 

different levels of privacy 

and UV protection as the 

blind is raised or lowered.

The blind can be fully raised 

to give a clear view to the 

outside, it can be fully 

lowered with the sheer vanes 

aligned to control the light 

and retain a view with some 

privacy during the day, or it 

can be completely closed for 

total privacy in the evening.

Visage® can also be 

motorised for your 

convenience with Louvolite 

One Touch® battery 

operated motors, enabling 

you to adjust your blind at 

the touch of a button.
Kensington BirchKnightsbridge Licorice



Louvolite® is proud to offer an innovative new range of battery 

operated and mains powered window blinds. Louvolite One 

Touch® makes luxury affordable with motorisation that is 

accessible to all.

Make an impression with stunning window blinds that can be 

operated at the touch of a button. Simple, convenient and easy 

to use, the Louvolite One Touch® blinds are operated either by a 

sleek and unique wand that hangs neatly next to the blind or by 

a remote control that allows you to operate a number of blinds at 

a time, depending on your requirements.

The rechargeable battery powered solutions remove the need for 

mains wiring, making it easy to install. You can also operate your 

blinds straight from a phone or tablet, or using voice activation with 

Amazon Alexa or Google Home.

There is no better way to make a contemporary style statement 

in your home.

Ask your local blind supplier about the  

Louvolite One Touch® motorised range.

roller | vertical | roman |pleated | perfect fit | vision® | visage

M O T O R I S E
your  b l inds

Voice activation
in the home 

App control -
in or out of 
the home

Remote control 
operation



MONTEREY SHALE

            contemporary shading
     AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON



PARCHMENT BAMBOO



Louvolite One Touch® motorised blinds can be 

operated in a number of ways. 

Wand operation will operate a single blind and is 

ideal for children’s rooms or bathrooms.

The remote control allows you to operate a number 

of blinds at the same time, to suit your requirements. 

Voice activation can be used inside the house and 

your blinds can be operated outside the home using 

the free app on your mobile or tablet.

All Louvolite blinds are of course child safe and 

motorisation is another example of this, giving  

you complete piece of mind in a chic and 

sophisticated way.

O N E  T O U C H
technology

(Vision®)

LAZIO PARCHMENT

Remote control 
operation



P L E AT E D & C E L L U L A R
co l l ec t i on

Our designers have created a vibrant and colourful collection that 

captures the spirit of today’s tastes and trends. Choose from a 

wide range of fabrics ranging from blackouts, that offer enhanced 

privacy, through to high performance fabrics that help to control the 

temperature of your surroundings all year round. 

Our stylish range of pleated blinds creates 

a whole new look for your home and will 

provide shade and privacy all year round.

The incredibly efficient cellular blinds not only look great 

but also help keep energy costs down. Their unique 

honeycomb structure creates a thermal barrier between 

the room and window to provide additional insulation. 

Pleated and Cellular blinds are an innovative solution for 

the home and available as motorised, offering complete 

shading flexibility and privacy at the touch of a button. 

You can also operate your blinds straight from a phone 

or tablet, or using voice activation with Amazon Alexa or 

Google Home.



FESTIVAL ESP BLUSH



TOPAZ ESP DENIM

    feel
 INSPIRED



Festival SPC Cloud

  Classiccalming
   tones
Our exclusive pleated and 
cellular blind fabrics will 
provide you with the ideal 
combination of performance 
and style. Choose pleated 
or cellular Perfect Fit® on 
double glazed windows, 
doors and conservatories for 
additional privacy.

Meadow Nightingale



BROWN

Louvolite Perfect Fit® is a revolutionary shading solution for uPVC 
windows and doors. It is unique because the window blind fits 
neatly into a discreet frame, which is clicked into the uPVC and 

moves with the window or door when it is tilted, opened or closed.

Our revolutionary system now comes with even easier fitting, try 

Perfect Fit Konnect , Konnect uses magnetic strips that, when 

fitted to the window and Perfect Fit frames, secure the blind into 

position, meaning it can be fiited to different window types.

Louvolite Perfect Fit® is available in a gorgeous range of colours 
and finishes that have been designed to match your uPVC windows 

and doors perfectly.

You can also add motorisation with Louvolite One Touch® where,  

at the touch of a button, up to 15 Perfect Fit blinds per room can be 

opened or closed at once.

Ask your local blind supplier for the Louvolite Perfect Fit® range.

roller | pleated | cellular | vision® | venetian

WHITE GREY MAHOGANY GOLDEN OAK ANTHRAC ITE

Colours
   AVA I L A B L E

P E R F E C T  F I T
co l l ec t i on



ANTHRAC ITE

   Strata Poplin
Perfect Fit Pleated

(anthracite)



   Siena Biscuit
Perfect Fit Vision®



Louvolite Perfect Fit® roller, pleated, cellular, 
Vision® and venetian blinds are ideal solutions 
for uPVC windows and doors, conservatories and 
orangeries.

The blinds can be clicked into your window 
frame or fastened with magnets meaning that 
no drilling or screwing into your uPVC frames is 
required, making it a quick and clean installation.

Perfect Fit enables clutter free window sills and 
easy cleaning thanks to the removable frames.

Perfect Fit hugely reduce the gaps at the edge 
of the blind meaning that very little light can be 
let in. They are a great option for little ones as 
they are of course completely child safe, as there 
are no loose cords or loops.

Mineral Verdigris, Perfect Fit Roller

Como Ocra
   Perfect Fit Roller

S T Y L I S H
s imp l i c i t y



Panel blinds are a modern and chic shading solution 
for larger windows, bi-fold or patio doors and can also be used 

as room dividers. 

The blinds encompass large panels of fabric which stack neatly 
behind one another when open, allowing maximum light into the 
room. To control light, reduce glare and increase privacy, simply 

slide the panels to the required position.

Available in a wide range of exciting prints and textures, 
panel blinds will transform the look of any room 
with their contemporary style and sophisticated 

appearance.

You can create a real statement by combining 
patterned and plain, or different coloured fabrics to 

achieve an eye-catching block effect.

You can also choose a side or split draw panel blind to 
perfectly suit your window’s requirements.

Ask your local blind supplier for the 
Louvolite® panel fabric range.

PA N E L
co l l ec t i on



Split draw
    ROOM DIVIDER

PRETO CHARCOAL CARNIVAL RAVENwith



Creative
   spaces

A contemporary panel 
blind is an ideal choice for 
those who want to make an 
impact and add something 
a little different to their 
interior design scheme. 
With their flexible nature, 
they are a fantastic choice 
for large bi-fold style or 
patio doors and for smaller 
windows too.

As well as statement 
window shades, panel 
blinds also look stunning 
as room dividers that can 
be used to great effect in 
creating new living spaces 
within a modern home.



Palm Leaf

Wildflower Porcelain

Side
    DRAW

PICO MUSTARD



To really set your Louvolite® window blind apart from the rest, you 
can personalise it with our wide range of accessories to coordinate or 

contrast with any of our fabric ranges.

Add style to a roller or roman blind with our contemporary braids, pulls 
and poles. Select from our elegant range of cylinders, barrels and tassels 

in a choice of metallic, modern and natural finishes.

Give roller, roman, vision and visage blinds a stylish enhancement with 
one of our sleek cassettes which are fitted to the top of your blind, 

discreetly housing the operating mechanism. You can choose from a 
range of colours and finishes including white, beige, black, anthracite, 

bronze, chrome and satin and have the option to insert a matching fabric 
profile too. 

Vertical blinds are given the same treatment, with a selection of premium 
Vogue coloured headrails to choose from; Ice White, Brushed Aluminium, 
Champagne Gold, Piano Black and Espresso Brown. Differing fabrics can 

be combined to create a more bespoke and striking effect.

A Louvolite blind will surpass your expectations and allow you to create a 
window shade that is perfect for your home.

The choice is yours

Carnival Acacia 
fabric, 70mm  
black headrail 
with fabric insert 
and a chevron 
charcoal braid

let’s create!

fabric
 insert

Melton Smoke Grey

D R E S S I N G U P
your  w indows



Preto Black fabric 
with contrasting black 70mm  

headrail and bottom bar

70mm CASSETTE

White

Black

Anthracite Grey

OPEN CASSETTE

White Cream

Satin Chrome

Anthracite

Bronze

Black

Fabric Insert

CLOSED CASSETTE

White

Grey

Black

Fabric insert

New stylised end caps

BOTTOM BARSlet’s create!

add a little
PERSONALITY

Bloom Amelie fabric 
with bronze open cassette

Melton Smoke Grey



If you have been inspired, visit our website or contact your local Louvolite retailer...

COMO OCRA


